The mechanically controllable break junction technique is used to study charge transport through suspended DNA molecules. The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics in an aqueous solution display series of negative differential resistance (NDR) and hysteresis behavior. Under high-vacuum conditions, the peak positions of NDR shift to lower voltage, and the amplitude is reduced dramatically. The observed NDR behavior is consistent with the polarization mechanism in DNA molecular junctions, which demonstrates a change in the coupling of the molecular level to a polaron mode under different environment.
-
7 Molecular electronics based on DNA molecules provide an ideal platform to investigate polaron transport in molecular junction. DNA is a dynamic structure, in which charge transfer might be related to the molecular vibrations and affected by conformational change.
In this letter, we report room temperature charge transport measurements performed on DNA molecules by use of the mechanically controllable break-junction (MCBJ) technique. Multiple NDR-like peaks are observed through molecular junctions with hysteresis behavior at high bias voltage. The peak positions exhibit shifts to lower voltage under vacuum conditions. These observations are consistent with a polaron mechanism including the effects of charging and polarization.
Previously, we had developed a protocol using the MCBJ technique contacting single clusters or molecules. 8 ,9 This technique provides a stable device structure, which allows to controllably adjust the separation between junctions and to measure the charge transport of the device simulta- neously. The sample is mounted in a three-point mechanical bending apparatus. By bending the substrate, the metallic bridge can be broken, creating two atomic-sized metal electrodes, which are of right size to contact single molecules. We use a liquid cell which consisted of a tube that was gently pressed against the substrate from above. We create molecular junctions by repeatedly breaking and linking the junction in TE buffer solution (10 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.0, and 1 mM EDTA) containing 25 pM DNA molecules. Upon applying a bias voltage of 80-300 m V, charged molecules will be attracted to bridge the gap between freshly broken Au electrodes and can thus form a molecular junction [ Fig. l(a) ].
In our experiments, we use double-stranded 10 nm long DNA oligomers with the following sequence: 5' thiol-dG-GGC GGC GAC crr CCC GCA GCT GGT ACG GAC.
The molecules are functionalized with thiol groups at both ends, which bind the molecules to the gold surfaces.
9 ,IO It is noteworthy that the persistence length of DNA in aqueous solution is 40-50 nm, which is much larger than the length of molecules in this experiment so that DNA molecules are suspended above the substrate and clamped at both ends by linking groups as linear and stiff wires. The advantage of preparing a free-standing molecular junction is not only avoiding the effect of surface field II but also being more suitable for exploring the interplay between charge transport and mechanical motion in the device. 
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Konstanzer Comparing our previous trapping process reported in Ref. 9, we found that a liquid environment offers better control on the contacting of DNA molecules within junction. While fresh Au contacts are pulled and broken in the solution, the discrete conductance plateaus were observed at values below Go, the quantum of conductance, that relate to conduction through a small number of molecules bridging the Au point contacts [see Fig. l(b) ]. A contrastive experiment done in solution without molecules showed no such low-conductance step.
When the junction was stretched until the lowest conductance plateau, being attributed to the formation of a single DNA junction, we stopped the motor and recorded the current while sweeping the bias voltage in the solution. Figure 2(a) shows a representative current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of DNA molecular junctions. Starting from 0 V, the molecules are in the low conductance state with nonlinear behavior above 0.2 V, being in agreement with previous reports 9 ,12,13 [see Fig. 2(a) , inset]. The current initially remains less than IOnA and then gradually increases when the voltage exceeds -1 V. Upon approaching 3.09 V, the current drops abruptly to 60 nA, resulting in a first NDR peak with a peak-to-valley ratio of 3:1. As voltage increases further the consecutive NDR peaks appear at 3.27, 3.40, and 3.61 V. It should be noted that for a given junction the NDR peaks were observed only in one bias direction, here the· positive one. In other examples the peaks appeared for negative bias, strongly suggesting that individual or very few molecules contribute to the current. Assuming that the NDR effect is not a collective effect of many molecules one would expect the NDR effect to appear in both polarities due to ensemble averaging. A backward voltage sweep also exhibits dramatic NDR peaks with larger peak-to-valley ratios and a shift of the NDR peak positions. In addition, a hysteresis at high voltage is always present. The current returns to the low conductance state only when the applied bias falls below 1.10 V.
We proceeded to conduct further I-V measurements on the same junction in vacuum. The device is dried in a flow of nitrogen. Then the whole setup is mounted in an electromagnetically shielded box, which is pumped to a moderately high vacuum « 1 0-7 mbar). The volatile buffer can be completely removed in high vacuum. After pumping, the resistance is always very high R> 1011 n if no molecules were solved in the solution. The 1-V measurements in the vacuum, seen in Fig. 2(b) , show similar NDR events. A pronounced difference is observed when we compare the measured I-V curve in vacuum with that in aqueous solution; the magnitude of the current in vacuum is much smaller than that in aqueous solution, and the voltage at which the NDR event occurs is reduced from the -3.0 V to lower bias -2.0 V. Approximately 10% of 60 break junctions exhibit a NDRlike feature with hysteresis, and 20% of devices display a nonlinear I-Vat high bias as reported previously.9 The data set included six junctions where the I-V curves were recorded in both the solution and vacuum condition. Although the ratios of peaks-to-valleys varied from device to device, which may result from slightly varying molecules-electrode contact geometry, the positions of NDR peaks for all the junctions occur in a similar voltage range of 2-3.6 V [see inset of Fig. 2 (b) ]. The resistance of junctions in the vacuum was found to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than the same device in aqueous solution.
A consistent picture for mUltiple NDR peaks with hysteresis is a polaron-mediated charge transport through the molecular junction. 4 -6 The polaron is formed when the charge tunnels into the molecule and becomes trapped. The energy of resonant molecular level shifts by polaron formation that depends on the electronic population of the level, no at energy 80 5 80(no) = 80 -28reorgno· (1) As soon as the level population is high enough, the energy level is shifted by formation of a polaron. When the level energy moves outside the voltage bias window, the current is blocked as depicted in Fig. 3 .
The structural flexibility of the DNA molecule has a crucial impact on the creation of a polaron responding to the injection of charge. Previous experimental and theoretical investigations have suggested that strong charge-lattice coupling and polaron formation contribute to the charge migra-. d . DNA 14 15 I . . . th non an transport m . ' t IS mterestmg to note at a subset of the I-V characteristics shows steplike features in the range 1.0-3.0 V [blue dots, Fig. 2(a) ], which give a signature of voltage-driven structural change or nonequilibrium polaton transport through DNA. The observed NDR behavior in the DNA junctions can be understood beginning in the filled level situation. Atlow bias, the molecule initially is in the charged state as shown in Fig. 3(a) . When the voltage is increased, the occupied molecular level approaches resonance with the Fermi levels of the leads, and charge tunnels out the molecule. The I-V curve then exhibits the discharging process in a characteristic manner. Increasing the bias voltage gives rise to a drop of current through the junction. The Fermi level will approach the next molecular levels with further increase in the bias voltage. Therefore multiple NDR events may appear, as shown in Fig.  3 . It is important to emphasize that the shape of the NDR peak in a backward sweep is similar to forward case due to charging or discharging of the molecular level. The hysteretic I-V characteristics can also be understood within the polaron model, where the self-consistency condition results in multiple stable solutions for no.4 When the junction is introduced into vacuum conditions, the mechanical strength of the DNA molecules and electronic coupling to the vibronic modes would be dramatically modified. Due to the polarization of the water and the ions, the solution has also a strong effect in further drivin!i and stabilizing the polaron formation within the molecule. 5 As mentioned above, NDR occurs at the bias voltage when the charge leaves the molecule matching the resonant condition, i.e., /L = eo-2ereorgno. The polaron reorganization energy, e reorg , is reduced with weaker vibronic coupling strength in the vacuum, and the polaron level is lifted with respect to the Fermi level of the leads. Thus, the decrease in e reorg results in a shift of the NDR peak to lower voltage in the vacuum.
Other proposed explanations for the NDR behavior involve conformational change or local heating induced by voltage.
17
, 18 Recent experiments have shown a noumonotonic behavior of the effective local temperature of the molecular junction under high biases.
18 For an analytical description of the observed NDR peaks in DNA junctions, an extended theory would be required that involves a different voltage dependence of local heating in the solvent and vacuum environment.
In conclusion, we have studied charge transport in freestanding DNA molecules bridged across atomic-size gold contacts using the MCBJ technique. The current-voltage characteristics reveal mUltiple NDR peaks and hysteresis behavior, which is consistent with a polaron assisted charge transfer mechanism in molecular junction. The decrease in polaron coupling in vacuum leads to a reduction in amplitude of the NDR peaks and a shift of the resonant level position to lower bias voltage. For DNA-based electronics applications, these results can provide guidance in designing and employing DNA molecules as active circuit elements.
